INTRODUCTION
A DOL System or a deterministic context-independent Lindenmayer System consists of an initial word eu and a set of productions x -> 5 (x) which give for any letter x and thus also for any word a unique successor. The growth séquence of a DOL System is the séquence formed by the lengths of the words co, 5 (co), Ô 2 (co), ... DOL séquences have been investigated e. g. in Paz and Salomaa [6] , Salomaa [8] , Vitànyi [10] , Ruohonen [7] and Karhumaki [4] .
A séquence (r") is called A^-rational if it can be represented in the form r n -P M n Q where P is a row vector, M is a square matrix, g is a column vector and the entries of P, M and Q are natural numbers. (The name A^-rational comes from the gênerai theory of rational series founded by M. P. Schützenberger.) Now it is easy to see that a DOL séquence is iV-rational; in fact it has a représentation PM n Q where Q consists merely of ones. If a DOL séquence is not terminating, i. e. if r n ?fc 0 for every «, and if L is the largest of the lengths of the words 8 (x) then obviously r n + 1 /r n ^ L for every n. If the system under considération is such that ô (x) is always a non-empty word then this system is called a PDOL system and its growth séquence is called a PDOL séquence. Obviously a PDOL séquence is nondecreasing.
The goal of this paper is to illustrate the position of DOL and PDOL séquences among TV-rational séquences. It will be seen that the satisfaction of an inequality r n + 1 jr n ^ L is characteristic for DOL séquences. Further it will be seen that it is not the non-negativity but the A^-rationality of the séquence (r n + l -r") that mak-es a DOL séquence to be a PDOL séquence.
PRELIMINARIES
A DOL system is at triple G = (X, ô, co) where X = { x u ..., x k } is an alphabet, ô is an endomorphism of the free monoid X* and co e X*. The mapping 5 is usually given by writing the oductions x,--* ô (x ( ) and the where all the entries are integers (resp. non-negative integers). If now G is a DOL system (resp. a PDOL system) then by the above (f G («)) is a special TV-rational séquence called a DOL séquence (resp. a PDOL séquence). It is known (Schützenberger [9] ) that a séquence (/• («)) is Z-rational (A^-rational) iff the series £ r in) x n is Z-rational (A^-rational). If now £ r (w) x n is a non-polynomial 7V-rational series then a theorem of Berstel [1] Proof; Let r(n) = PM n Q and let G = (X 9 5, co) be a DOL System with axiom vector P and growth matrix M. Dénote by X n the set of letters occurring in ô"(co), Then we can find numbers m and p such that X m + i = X m + i+np . We may of course suppose that no y n is empty.
Introducé now the DOL Systems
whose axiom vectors and growth matrices are denoted by P t and M t . Then obviousiy where Q £ is composed of those entries of Q corresponding to letters of X m+i . By lemma 1 we may define
The following conditions are equivalent for a séquence (r (n)):
) is a positive integer and the séquence (s (n)) = (r («+1) -r (n)) is N-rational.
Proof; Suppose (i) holds. If now (r (n)) corresponds to a PDOL System G = ( {x l9 ..., x k }, S, ©) then
and each of the séquences (lg f (S M (©))) (/ = 1, ..., k) is iV-rational. 
where {d t {n)) corresponds to a system G t = (X i9 § if co f ), Assuming that the alphabets X t are mutually disjoint we construct the PDOL system G = (X, 8, o>) where
Disregarding the non-commutativity of letters we may write 
Proof: Let at first (r (n)) be a DOL séquence corresponding to the system G = (X, 5, co). Construct the system H = (lu X\J ïu { a, b }, S', O) where
It is immediately seen that f H (n) = d This implies our lemma because of the following. It is known that every Z-rational séquence is the différence of two 7V-rational séquences (see [9] remark 2 or [2] p. 218). Furthermore, every TV-rational séquence is the différence of two DOL séquences for
Hence every Z-rational séquence can be written as the différence of two DOL séquences.
THEOREM 3: Not every increasing DOL séquence is a PDOL séquence. Proof: Using lemma 2 we see that when R is a large natural number then the séquence (d (n)) where
is an increasing DOL séquence. Now where a is irrational because for every positive n Im (3 + 4 i)" < 4 (mod 5).
The theorem of Berstel [1 ] then implies that the séquence
is not a PDOL séquence. 
is a DOL séquence and so the séquences
are PDOL séquences. This resuit also appears in [5] (proof of th. 4.12). Let F be the additive subgroup of Z k deïïned by the above linear System.
We shall need the following simple lemma (see [3] ):
LEMMA 4: Any subset of N k contains only a finite number of minimal vectors (with respect to the natu rai componentwise or de ring).
Let now V u . . . 5 
v 3 be the minimal vectors of n (Y). If Ve n (Y) then it has a représentation
because it belongs to F. Repeating this process we obtain K as a sum of the minimal vectors. , ..., co^J written commutatively in the alphabet Z and of so many v's that lg (to) becomes equal to lg(co o ); y produces X; {Q) ) written commutatively in the alphabet Z and so many j's that the produced word will have length lg(5 0 (W 0 )).
Heuristically, dérivations in the Systems G ( are simulated in the components of the letters of Z. With the aid of the p copies taken of the alphabets the simulation is delayed to happen only at intervals of/? steps. By using the letter y the length of the word ö' +^( co) is adjusted to be equal to that of b". (co,.). This is possible because the components of the letters of Z are nonempty words.
It should be clear now that (d(n)) is the growth séquence of G. Let G = {X, ô) be a DOL scheme which gives a growth of order n l A n (A ^ 1, / ^ 0) but does not give a growth of higher order. We divide X into classes I, Z o , .. ., I, as follows: the letters of I generate a growth having smaller order than A n and the letters of Z f generate a growth of order n' 1 A n . It is clear that a letter ot 2^ cannot produce letters of 2 /+1 u ... u Z M it must produce a letter of I,-and it may produce letters ofSuI o u ... u Z ( -_ ^ ; a letter of S may produce only letters of I or X. and so x cannot generate a growth of order n l A n . Hence x must generate letters of £,_!.
Assume further that the growth of x in H is majorized by a n (a < A). Because By our assumption all these séquences have the same order of growth. We may suppose that it is of the form n l A n (A > 1) for the polynomial case is covered by a theorem of Ruohonen [7] .
Let G t = (X t , 8;, oo t ) be a DOL system corresponding to the séquence {d t («)). Write X t = Z f u 2 £0 u ... u Z n as before and dénote by H tj the DOL schema obtained from (X^ 8^) by deleting all letters except those of Z y . Moreover, by increasing m we obtain the foliowing situation:
(iv) the axiom of G t contains letters of all the alphabets H iOi . ..,L £/ . We are now ready to give an induction proof showing that the séquence (s(n)) = (r(n -m)) is a DOL séquence. This immediately implies our theorem.
If / = 0 we at first neglect all letters of the I/s and construct a System just as in the proof of theorem 4. Then we take p copies x (0) , . . ., x (p~1> of each neglected letter x and join these copies to the components of the letters of Z so that the original Systems G t become simulated. Condition (iii) assures that this can be done. At the same time we add j^'s so that the right lengths are obtained.
When taking the induction step we at first delete all letters of the alphabets E,, u S i0 u ... ul^,.! and construct a system according to theorem 4. By conditions (ii) and (iv) the letters of this system as well as the /?-tuple (co o , ..., cûp.j) give axioms for Systems whose existence is guaranteed by the induction hypothesis. 
(x).
Because a is a fc-fold zero of q t (x) iff it is a zero of q t (x), q[ (x), ..., qf~x ) (x) but not a zero of q^k ) (x) it is possible to détermine the multiplicity of any real zero of q t (x).
An iV-rational séquence (r (ri)) is by theorem 5 a DOL séquence iff one of the following conditions holds:
(i) there is a natu rai number L such that r (n) > 0 when n ^ L and r (ri) = 0 when n > L;
(ii) every r (ri) is positive and the DOL séquences given by theorem 1 have the same growth order.
Hence it is possible to décide whether or not a given JV-rationai séquence is a DOL séquence.
